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■li The Boy Who Built The HillUU DlUl
Theatre St. Thomas production sparks thought
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On Friday past I bad the down because they challenge the an 
opportunity to go see the St Thomas accepted way. This type of behavior is 
production of The Boy Who Built The backwards, for who is to say when we 
Hill. I have seen a few plays in the stop evolving, and who is to say that 
past but let's face it Fredericton is these sets ol" rules are the best ones? 
not the play capitol of North {who is to say that maybe we evolve a 
America. Therefore I've had limited little to fast for our own good, hmmm? 
exposure to theatre of the stage, mak- - ed) Obvi ously, if we have changed 
ing my review assignment a challenge up to now and the world still isn't 
to start out with. But when I was ap- running smooth then we have not 
pro ached to review the play I said reached supreme knowing? Therefore 
what the hell (you can never broaden a new idea is a step, not a hindrance. I 
your horizons too much ya know!), saw this theme come out between the
So that night I headed over to Edmund lines. This play also examines the
Casey Hall dressed in my regular prejudiced attitudes people have to-
civilian clothes. Boy, did I feel out of wards foreign ideas. Quite often we
place. Most of the star-studded are afraid of that which we do not 
crowd that night were dressed to kill, know and this idea is manifest in the
I mean we're talkin' ball gowns and common situation where people in
the whole kit an' kaboodle. Well, one country will form biases or
even though this city isn't the theatre stereotyped attitudes about people 
mecca of the world, our citizens are whom they have never met (out of
the most imaginative - I commend sight, out of mind!). It does not
them and thanks for the fashion tip.
The way I figured, if this was going (as in the play), we still have the wall

to be a half-decent play it would hold and it will remain as long as force
my interest for its duration. Well, I permits it.
am happy to say that it did that. This 
was a story to cause anyone to basically challenged a set of rules
examine their own values. The basics with new ideas - and was brutally
behind waht was happening was that a crushed. Sound familiar? This above 
farming tradition was being all is what a play should do. It
challenged with new fal lutin' ideers. should spark the mind's eye. I give it
The boy who built the hill did so to and Eggbert and Siskel thumbs up be- 
protect the crops from strong prairie cause it did just that. Of course one 
winds for his entire community ( a must recognize that the quality of a
bunch of farmers) who worked a play is a direct reflection of the
rather flat piece of land. Anyway, as quality of cast and staff. Bravo to 
tradition would have it, by working them and salute to the many sponsors
this land these folks were showing who keep Fredericton theatre alive
faith in a creator and living a hard life and kicking, 
which was an accepted sacrifice in life.
The boy who built the hill 
destroyed because he challenged a 
political and religious system firmly 
entrenched in the community. These 
people were supposed to suffer the 
wrath of the land and live with it.
This was their given in life.

This production essentially 
challenged me to think about bias, 
progress and prejudice. If we consider 
human kind to be the most highly 
eveloved animal on the face of the 
earth, then with this notion is the idea 
of change. We leam and change, and if 
we stop in this process we are ig
noring our natural tendency. How can 
we collectively strive to distance 
ourselves from the primordial ooze 
through intellectual progress and 
then turn around and shoot someone
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The Cosmo will be the scene for the Harvest Jazz and Blues Festival Benefit concert on Tuesday, 
December 10 at 9:00pm. The show will consist of performers from the Festival; The Cosmic 
Quartet, High Divin1 Act, A.K.A., and the Downtown Blues Band will all contribute to the 
evenings festivities. Also, during breaks, Channel 10 will be presenting it's video coverage of 
this year's festival. A night for all kinds of people, the show promises to be a wonderful mix 
of music and celebration for Fredericton's first successful Jazz and Blues Festival. Tickets are 
$3/members and $4/non-members, all proceeds going to the Harvest Jazz and Blues Festival to 
make next year even more memorable that this year's. Get out and support good music in 
Fredericton, and enjoy an evening of exciting entertainment at the Cosmo.
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